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Warrenty and Disclaimer

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH
restricts its warranties and its liability for the CREMSON MODULAR STARTERKIT and all
its deliverables (eg. software, application examples, evaluation board, etc.), its performance
and any consequential damages, on the use of the Product in accordance with (i) the terms
of the License Agreement and the Sale and Purchase Agreement under which agreements
the Product has been delivered, (ii) the technical descriptions and (iii) all accompanying
written materials. In addition, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu
Microelectronics Europe GmbH disclaims all warranties and liabilities for the performance of
the Product and any consequential damages in cases of unauthorised decompiling and/or
reverse engineering and/or disassembling. Note, the CREMSON MODULAR STARTERKIT
and all its deliverables are intended and must only be used in an evaluation laboratory
environment.

1. Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH warrants that the Product will perform
substantially in accordance with the accompanying written materials for a period of 90
days form the date of receipt by the customer. Concerning the hardware components
of the Product, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH warrants that the Product will
be free from defects in material and workmanship under use and service as specified
in the accompanying written materials for a duration of 1 year from the date of receipt
by the customer.

2. Should a Product turn out to be defect, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH´s
entire liability and the customer´s exclusive remedy shall be, at Fujitsu
Microelectronics Europe GmbH´s sole discretion, either return of the purchase price
and the license fee, or replacement of the Product or parts thereof, if the Product is
returned to Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH in original packing and without
further defects resulting from the customer´s use or the transport. However, this
warranty is excluded if the defect has resulted from an accident not attributable to
Fujitsu, or abuse or misapplication attributable to the customer or any other third party
not relating to Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH.

3. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe
GmbH disclaims all other warranties, whether expressed or implied, in particular, but
not limited to, warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose for
which the Product is not designated.

4. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe
GmbH´s and its suppliers´ liability is restricted to intention and gross negligence.

NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall Fujitsu
Microelectronics Europe GmbH and its suppliers be liable for any damages
whatsoever (including but without limitation, consequential and/or indirect
damages for personal injury, assets of substantial value, loss of profits,
interruption of business operation, loss of information, or any other monetary
or pecuniary loss) arising from the use of the Product.

Should one of the above stipulations be or become invalid and/or unenforceable, the
remaining stipulations shall stay in full effect.
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Read this first

This manual describes the Fujitsu CREMSON MODULAR
STARTERKIT and how to use it with the tools provided.

To work with this starterkit, a CPU-module and a graphic subboard
is required ! This manual describes the starterkit in the board
configuration
CPU-module (MB91F361/2) + subboard “Lavender” or “Jasmine”

How to use this manual

The goal of this manual is to help you learn how to develop your
own applications for the Fujitsu Graphic Controllers using the
CREMSON MODULAR STARTERKIT  together with the Windows-
based tools. 
This manual is divided into 5 parts. Parts 1-3 contains hands-on
information to help you getting started  using the evaluation board
the same day you receive it. Part 1 is a general description of the
board. Part 2 contains installation instructions and parts 3 and 4 will
guide you through example sessions.

Important notice

Each board of the Cremson modular starterkit series contains one
evaluation board, documentation and software on a CD-ROM.

For documentation or software updates, please refer to our web
site www.fujitsu-fme.com !

Fujitsu reserves the right to make changes to its products or to
discontinue any semiconductor product or service without notice.

Trademarks

DOS, Windows95, Windows98, Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
PC is a registered trademark of IBM.
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1. Introduction

The Fujitsu Cremson Modular Starterkit is a stand-alone application
board that makes it easy to evaluate and demonstrate almost all features
of one particular graphic controller. The board is a combination of a CPU-
main board and a graphic subboard equipped with the graphic chip.

Fujitsu has a number of graphic controllers for embedded systems
organized in different device families. Inside one particular family, all
graphic controllers are software-compatible. Therefore, this evaluation
system has different software packages, manuals etc. depending on the
device family.

Fujitsu’s device families of graphic controllers
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1.1. Board Configuration

There are a number of boards available for each Fujitsu graphic
controller as well as at least one CPU type.

Make sure you have both, a CPU- and a graphic-subboard available.
The boards are available individually !

This manual describes the starterkit in the board configuration
CPU-module using MB91F361/2

and graphics-subboard “Lavender” or “Jasmine”.

For manuals on other configurations, refer to the documentation on the
provided CD-ROM or to the Fujitsu-website.
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2. Installation

2.1. Hardware Installation

What you’ll need :

ü Host : IBM(-comp) PC with Windows 9x or Windows NT ; 1 COM-port

ü Power Requirements: A power supply, capable of supporting 9-12V
DC at about 1200 mA. Note that the power connector must be + at the
shield and - in the centre. Power supplies are available from Fujitsu.

ü RS232 : An ‘extension’ (1:1) RS232 cable with DB9 m+f connectors

ü A second VGA-monitor including a standard VGA-cable (alternatively,
a different display type can be connected)

1. Combine the CPU-board and the graphic subboard

2. Connect the power supply

3. Switch on the board
    the power-LEDs should light up

4. Connect the RS232 cable

Connect the VGA cable to the VGA monitor
(or use the pin-headers for other displays)

The board is now ready to use.
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2.2. Software installation

Insert the provided CD-ROM, browse to the “Modular Starterkit”-section
and select the Installation option for your CPU-module and Graphic
Controller. Follow the instructions to extract the software package.

Note : If you don’t have Softune Workbench installed on your PC already,
you should extract the Softune Workbench package first. Then, you
should install the “board software”, which conatins example projects and
additional tools.

2.3. “Softune” Development Environment installation

Insert the provided CD-ROM, browse to the installation page and select
the Installation option for Softune Workbench. Follow the instructions to
unpack and install Softune Workbench for FR ,as well as some
example projects and additional tools for the Cremson Starterkit. It is
recommended to use the default installation path C:\Softune.

Then select the installation option for your board software (tools and
examples).

After the installation, you will find all language tools, the IDE and other
system files within the directory Softune\Bin. Samples for the
Starterkit can be found in  the \sample directory.  The \tools
directory contains additional software tools (terminal, flashloader etc.).

Execute “FR Family Softune Workbench” from your Start-Menu.

If any errors occur during installation, remove any previous versions of
Softune Workbench from your PC and retry. Make sure you have enough
disk space available and you have Windows 95, 98 or NT installed. For
more information see the provided installation information and last-
minute information.
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3. Getting Started

Make sure you have the software installed on your PC and the evaluation
board is ready to use. For details refer to the Hardware and Software
Installation chapters. This chapter uses the available examples to
illustrate some features of Softune Workbench.

3.1. Using the Starterkit 

To work with the starterkit, you need to download and program a
software into the flash-ROM of the CPU provided on the CPU-board. To
get started, there are a two different possibilites :

1. Using the provided “API-commander” software (a command
interpreter) – this allows to get familiar with all the features of the
graphic controller.

2. A stand-alone project developed with “Softune Workbench”. Use one
of the example projects provided as a basis for your own software.

We recommend to use the “API-commander” software first to get familiar
with the features of the graphic controller. This software is a basic
command interpreter which communicates with a terminal program on
your PC and allows to execute all commands from the API-command
table (refer to section 3.5) as well as some additional commands. Locate
the “APIcommanderVxx.mhx” file in the sample/APIcommander/ABS-
directory and follow the next steps to download this software to your
evaluation board.

i Please check weather your system is already pre-programmed !

3.2. Downloading Software

Before downloading any software to the CPU, make sure you have a
hex-file “name.mhx” available and your project settings are correct (CPU-
type, linker-settings etc.). 
You will find a flash-programming tool “MB91360 Flash Programmer”
after the installation. Please do not use any other tool for flash
programming. A damage of the internal flash memory of the CPU may
result.
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3.3. MB91360 Flash Programmer

The tool „MB91360 Flash Programmer“ is a general flash programming
tool which works with all devices of the MB91360 series.

Make sure you have installed the Flash Programmer from your CD-ROM.
The package includes the executable (Flashprg.exe) as well as some
binary files (Brloadxx.bin) and a user’s guide (Flashprg.pdf).

MB91360 Flash Programmer
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Follow these steps to use the MB91360 Flash Programmer :

1. Connect a serial cable (RS232 „extension“-type 1:1 / male-female)
from a PC COM-port (1-4) to your CPU-board „UART0“-connector.

2. Specify a (hex-)file in the “file to program”-field (use the browse-button
to select). This file must be a converted linker output file from Softune
in the Motorola Hex-Format “*.MHX” (for programming your own
applications, be sure to have the load module converter started in
Softune Workbench to generate MHX-files !). 

3. Specify the COM-port, CPU-type (depending on your CPU-board)
and the desired baudrate for programming.

4. Press and hold on the reset button on the CPU-module, then click
Automatic Mode and release the reset button. The programming
sequence will be executed automatically (You may also use the
connect button in the same way first to assure a working connection
before using the „Automatic mode“).

CAUTION : DO NOT INTERRUPT THE FLASH PROGRAMMING OR
CUT OFF THE POWER DURING PROGRAMMING !
IT CAN DAMAGE THE FLASH ROM PERMANTENTLY !!!

5. After a successful programming procedure, hit reset of both boards
to invoke the application you have programmed.

i Take special care not to write anything to the „security vector“. If you
do, you will not be able to re-program the device ever again ! This
vector is left blank on all provided templates. See the hardware
manual for details !

i The Flash Programmer uses the internal Boot-ROM functions of the
MB91F36x device for flash programming. See the hardware manual
for details !

For more information and trouble shooting, see the „MB91360 Serial
flash programmer user’s guide“ (Flashprg.pdf) which is included in
the installation.
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3.4. Using the API-commander

If you have successfully programmed the APIcommander-software to
your CPU-module, close the flashprogrammer tool and open the
provided terminal program „Starterkit Wizard“ (SKWizVxx.exe). This
program is a standard terminal program with some more extensions for
your Cremson modular starterkit.

Execute Starterkit Wizard, select the COM-port (make sure, you still have
the RS232-line connected to your CPU-module) and press on the
connect-button. Then reset the starterkit. You should see this message :

Now you are able to control the Lavender or Jasmine device connected
on the subboard directly by using commands available from the
„Lavender graphic driver API“.
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In addition, you can send a sequence of these commands as textfiles to
execute a linear set of functions. Try the following example :
Click on the „Load File“ button and locate the folder „SEQ“ which
contains a number of example files. Choose „VGA_Start.seq“ and click
OK.  You will see the commands executed from the file :

If you have a VGA-monitor connected to the graphic-subboard, you now
should see a blue plane with a white border on the screen of the monitor.
Now try to execute a very simple graphic function on your own – drawing
a line. To do so, enter the following command :

>DrawLine 0, 100,100, 600,400, 9

You should now see a red line across the monitor. This example shows
how the APIcommander works : You can enter a set of commands
exactly the way you would have to when writing a program. This allows
to test and verify the correct graphic output before you copy these
commands in your source-code. However,  you have to modify the
commands according to the C-syntax. If you would transfer the above
example to a C-file, it would have to look like this :

DrawLine(0, 100,100, 600,400, 9);

Click on the „Load File“ button again and choose „VGA_Draw.seq“ than
click OK. You now should see some nice drawings on the monitor.
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3.5. Supported API commands

The following commands are implemented in the API-commander.
For details about their function, parameters and environment settings,
refer to the “API Description”-Manual on the Internet page.
Also see the Lavender- or Jasmine-hardwaremanual for details.

API-command table :

Drawing
Command

Parameters Function

DrawPoint Lay,X,Y, color Set one single Pixel with the defined
color at position X/Y.

DrawLine Lay,X1,Y1, X2,Y2,
color

Draw a strait line of Pixels with the
defined color from position X1/Y1 to
position X2/Y2.

DrawFrame Lay,X1,Y1, X2,Y2,
color

Draw a rectangular frame as 4 lines of
Pixels with the defined color from
position X1/Y1 to position X2/Y2.

DrawRect Lay,X1,Y1, X2,Y2,
color

Fills a rectangular plane with Pixels
of the defined color from position
X1/Y1 to position X2/Y2.

DrawCircle Lay, X,Y,RA, color Draw a circle line of Pixels with the
defined color centered at position X/Y
with radian RA.

DrawText Lay,X,Y,constant
string, color

Draws a text to the display, without
any background.

PlotText Lay,X,Y,constant
string, color

Draws a text to the display, without
any background in vertical direction.

DrawPicture Lay,X0,Y0, XW,YH,
Addr, size

Draw a bitmapped Picture, which as
already strored at a given Addr with
An amount of size doublewords at
position x0/y0 with the dimensions
width XW and height YH.

DrawPictMask Lay,X0,Y0, XW,YH,
Addr, size, xcolor

Do the same as DrawPicture, while
ignoring the pixels with the color
xcolor. So the output may be shaped.

Setup/Configure
Command
InitGCLK CCLKCT Setup desired Clockings, while reset

and power on all internal blocks.
CCLKCT as for Register CLKCR (HW-Man.)

InitGPU Mode : 0x00..0xFF Complex initialization of the whole
GDC depending on the mode parameter.
Each Bit in Mode stands for a separate
Block initialization.
B0= SDC-RAM-Controller
B1= Setup DIPA Memory Window
B2= Setup GPU-Timing(default=VGA)
B3= Setup Layer Resources(default=VGA)
B4= Setup Merging of Layers
B5= Setup CLUT Table
B6= Start Display

GPU_MtOn Start or Restart Display
GPU_MtOff Stop Display !: Has to be made befor

changing any timming.
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Setup/Configure
Command
SetLayDomain Lay, Addr., width Setup the layers memory domain.

Startadress at Addr. and width as
layer width in pixel.
Needed: Amount of bytes/Line is used by
modul 64. Amount of lines is used by
modul 32.
Uncorrect calculation

SetLayWindow Lay, X1,Y1, X2,Y2,
X0,Y0.

Defines the upper-left(X1/Y1) and
lower-right(X2/Y2) corner of the layer
representation within the whole Display
and also asets the upper-left (X0/Y0)
corner within the memory domain.

SetLayCForm Lay, CSC, olut,
dblg, acnv.

Setup the ColorSpaceCode CSC, the
offset within the color lookup table,
The line doubling flag and the
alternate color conversion flag of the
desired Layer.

SetLayTrans Lay, tcolor,
enable

Setup the transparency color and the
appropriate flag of the desired Layer.

SetLayBlink Lay, bcolor,
acolor, rate1,
rate2, enable

Setup the blinking color, the alternate
blinking color and the appropriate flag
of the desired Layer. Also setup the
timming rates for the blinking.

VicRun Lay, X1,Y1, X2,Y2,
X0,Y0.

Setup the operation of the video
capture. Defines the upper-left(X1/Y1)
and lower-right(X2/Y2) corner of the
layer to be displayed and also asets
the upper-left (X0/Y0) corner within
the video input stream.

VicStop - Stops the operation of the video
capturing (freeze Display).

VicStart - Restarts the former operation of the
video capturing (live Display).

SetOrder Planes, mask Setup the collection of the layers to
be displayed and the collection of the
Desired enable flags.
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There are a number of additional commands implemented. These
commands are not listed in the graphic-driver manual !

Additional command table :

Additional
command

Parameters Function

 Rem remark (no operation) for seq-files
 Wait Time Wait about x ms (not exactly);

just for simple animation effects.
 InitSAA7111 - Init Video decoder through CPU
 SetReg Width (0=8bit,

1=16bit, 2=32bit)
,address, data

write to register

 ReadReg Width (0=8bit,
1=16bit, 2=32bit)
,address

read from register

 CopyMem Source, dest,
length (32-bit)

copy memory

 FillMem Address, length,
pattern (32-bit)

fill memory

 SetBaud Baudrate
(e.g. 19200)

set baudrate
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4. Creating projects with Softune Workbench

Make sure you have Softune Workbench for FR installed on your PC and
the evaluation board is ready to use. For details refer to the Hardware
and Software Installation chapters. This chapter uses the available
examples to illustrate some features of Softune Workbench.

4.1. Softune Workbench Development Introduction 

Start Softune Workbench. Select “File – Open Project” to load the first
example “Template.Prj”. In the project tree on the left side, you can
open the “source”-folder which contains the source-files registered to this
project. A double-click on one of the files will invoke the built-in editor,
which supports syntax-highlighting, tags and various other functions.

i You may customize the editor by a right-click on the editor window.

Whenever you make changes to your source-files, you have to re-
compile and link the related files to produce a valid loadmodule (ABS-
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file). This is done using the MAKE-function. MAKE invokes the
assembler, C-compiler and linker for FR whenever necessary (only the
changed files will be re-compiled).

If you wish to re-compile the entire project regardless of any changes,
you can use the BUILD-function. To check for syntax-errors on a specific
source-file, use the COMPILE/ASSEMBLE function.

These three functions are available on the button-bar or from the main
menu (Project – Compile / Make / Build / Abort).

Click on MAKE or BUILD. Messages from the individual language tools
will be fed into the output window at the bottom of the main screen. If the
tool chain (C-compiler à Assembler à Linker) was completed
successfully, the message “No Error” will appear.

If you get any errors during compilation, an appropriate message will be
generated. Try this with a simple syntax-error (e.g. delete a semicolon “;”
from the end of a C-line) and click on MAKE again. You will now see a
message like this :

  Now Making...
  main.c
  *** c:\softune\sample\..\_template\src\main.c(43) E4062C: syntax error near `for'

  ------------------------------
  Error detected.
  ------------------------------

To locate the position in the source-file, where the error occured, double-
click on the message. The editor will open the appropriate source-file,
indicating the error highlighted in red. Correct the error and re-compile
the project as explained above.

If more errors occurred, you can go through the error list step by step
using the menu “Edit – Top/Previous/Next/Bottom Error” or using the
appropriate buttons which have the same functions :

i To get on-line help about a specific error, select the error message
     and press F1. In many cases, you can get some useful hints how to
     solve the problem. Of cource, you can also use the HELP-menu
     anytime during development or debugging.
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 4.2. Creating projects using the API 

To create your own projects for graphical applications using the
Lavender or Jasmine devices, it is recommended to use and modify the
provided example projects and templates.

Note : the provided software are designed for Fujitsu MB9136x
controllers. If you are using a different CPU, you cannot use the library
and include files in this installation !

The template ”_Template” can be easily modified for own applications
using appropriate resolution. See this project-setup to learn about the
necessary files and project-settings :

Main.c : contains the actual source-code

Readme.txt : text description

Startup.asm : required for the CPU startup

Gdc.c : contains all API-lowlevel functions

Gdc_drw.c : contains API-midlevel functions
such as several Drawing commands.

Gdc_gpu.c : contains API-midlevel functions
for setup the GPU timming part of GDC.

Gdc_lay.c : contains API-midlevel functions
for setup the GPU display partitioning.

Gdc.h : contains all API-LL-function prototypes
Gdc_drw.h : contains all API-ML-function prototypes
Gdc_reg.h : contains all GDC register definitions

Gdc_gpu.def : GPU timming definitions for resolution
Gdc_gpu.def : GDC displ. Partitioning for resolution
( Hint: you may adapt a project to another display,
only pasting this files from the other resolution
into your project.)

Intvecs.h : CPU-Interrupt-definitions

MB91360.h : CPU-IO-Registers
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Also, take into account that the demo projects are using a fixed memory
(linker-) map. If you need to change the memory-map, please refer to the
hardware-manual of the CPU-device for details ! The default-settings are:

Section Location Functions
STACK_AREA 0x0003D000/0x0003D7FF Stack-area (internal RAM)
RAM_AREA 0x0003E000/0x00040FFF Variables (internal RAM)
CODE_AREA 0x00180000/0x001EFFFF Bitmaps (internal Flash)
ROM_AREA 0x001F4000/0x001FFFFF Startup, const, vectors

code,API,(internal Flash)
EXT_ROM_AREA 0x00300000/0x003FFFFF External flash
GDC_REG 0x30000000/0x3000FFFF GDC Register
GDC_RAM 0x30010000/0x301FFFFF GDC-RAM (if configured)
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5. Appendix

5.1.  Appendix A : Related Documents

Available manuals :

1. MB87J2120  „Lavender“ Hardware Manual
2. MB87P2020 „Jasmine“ Hardware Manual
3. Package information
4. Lavender / Jasmine API Description (*)
5. Board Manuals for Modular Starterkit
6. MB91360 Hardware Manual
7. MB91F36x Datasheet
8. FR Family C-Compiler Manual
9. FR Family Instruction Manual
10. FR Family Assembler Manual
11. FR Family Simulator Manual
12. FR Family Emulator Manual
13. FR Family Linkage Kit Manual
14. FR Family Softune Workbench Manual

Note : The documents are available from the provided CD-ROM,
Fujitsu’s Microcontroller CD-ROMs or from our web-site.
(*) This document is not on CD for now, but will follow soon on the
webpage.
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5.2.  Appendix B : Trouble shooting

Problem Solution
Evaluationboard does not
initialize after power-on.
LEDs (Power indicator) does not
light up.

Check voltage supply and jumpers :
* The voltage on DC-Power plug
should be in the range of 9-12V (@1A).
The plug should have + on shield and –
on the center. LEDs D4,7,10,13,16 (on
F361-CPU-board) should light up after
switching on the board. Use a
multimeter to see whether 5V are
present on the Vcc/Gnd terminals.
* Check jumper positions according to
board manual !
* Remove all user extensions on the
board to avoid shorts !

Evaluationboard stays in reset.
Reset indicator LED ligths up
permanently.

* The Reset-LED should flash once. If
this LED lights up permantantly, the
voltage is too low (below 4.25V) -
Increase the voltage and power limit
settings of your power supply to solve
the problem.
* Remove all user extensions on the
board to avoid shorts or leakage
currents !

The communication from the PC
to the evaluation board fails
(Communication errors)

* Make sure your COM-port number
and the baudrate settings are correct.
* Check if the UART-jumpers (JP21,22
on F361-board) are closed.
* Make sure no other programs are
using the same COM-port on your PC.
Close all other applications (e.g. Flash
programmer utilities, terminals etc.)
* Use the provided RS232-cable (1:1
extension type) to connect from your PC
to the „UART0“ connector.
* If you are using a PC without a fast
UART (16550 type), you have to switch
to a lower baudrate (e.g. 38400 Baud)
and re-program.
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There is no picture on my VGA-
monitor

* Make sure all jumpers on both
boards are set correctly (see board-
manuals)
* Make sure you are using a VGA-
cable with all lines (including C-sync)
connected 1:1 !

Hardware units of the CPU such
as LEDs, user buttons, UART0
or CAN are not working.

* Make sure you have enabled these
units on the evaluation board using the
appropriate jumpers. See the hardware
manual for information on how to control
the peripherals.

The video input does not work * Make sure you have the right settings
for the SAA7111 video decoder.

For more information see the the provided manuals, last minute
information and additional or updated documentation on our web-site.


